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Vibro・indentationalHardness Testing 

Takahiko KUNO (久納孝彦)

In this thesis，“vibro・Brinellhardness" is defined in order to estimate the re-
sistance of the plastic deformation of materials under vibrationalloads. The vibro・

indentation with spherical indenter on low and medium-carbon steels was performed 
in ultrasonic (20 KHz) and in low frequency (50 Hz) ranges in order to investigate 
the e百ectsof frequency and carbon percentage on the vibro-Brinell hardness. Ex-
perimental results show that this method of the hardness testing is useful as a 
simulative test of the plastic working under the ultrasonic and low frequency 
pulsating compressive load. For the same material the di妊erencesof the estima-
tion methods of the vibro・indentationalload give di百erentresults， as“vibro・soften
ing" or“vibro・hardening".Also， the laws of vibro・indentationwith spherical inden-
ter were investigated， comparing with the Meyer's law for the statical case. From 
the experiments， it has been made clear that Meyer's law is sti1l valid also for 
vibro・indentation，if the Meyer coe伍cientk and the index n are chosen as the 
functions of load amplitude and frequency， instead of constant values in the original 
law; 

P=k(αPα)・dn
(αPa)

where，αis the function of frequency. It has been also shown that the above 
equation can be reduced to Meyer's law with the “load superposition" hypothesis， 
provided that the value ofαis taken as 0.5 for the frequency of 20 KHz， and as 
1.0 for 50 Hz. 
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